
 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A

Care Manager

There are a number of opportunities for growth within the Care 
Management department, including:

As a Care Manager, you will complete state approved assessments and initiate/coordinate various 
medical supply/service interventions to ensure member safety and obtain optimal positive health 
outcomes. Care Managers do not collect vital signs / perform physical assessments. Rather, the 

Care Manager travels to the client’s home and interviews them to gather a health history as well as 
family support system and home environment information.

Assistance in 
delivering available 

services and benefits

Providing  
education

Offering 
recommendations 

on health goals

Continuously expand your knowledge of State, Federal, and health plan 
policies, and be able to adapt to potential policy changes.

Apply critical thinking skills to address members’ questions and unmet 
physical and behavioral needs. 

Work as a member advocate and collaborate with support teams, 
doctor’s offices, medical equipment companies, home health agencies, 
and hospital care teams.

Conduct appropriate follow-up within state and company timeframes 
to ensure members’ health and safety needs are met.

Focus on the details; it’s the small things that make the difference.

Manage your time and daily schedule by working efficiently and 
prioritizing tasks.

APEX LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Designed to strengthen 
individual leadership skills 
through continued growth 
and development.

CENTENE UNIVERSITY
Provides ongoing learning 
encouraging you to bring
your best self to work, 
developing both personally 
and professionally.

Robust training opportunities, such as: Potential Career path that includes:

OR using the knowledge you gain as 
an entry into other departments, like:
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• Utilization Management 
• Quality Improvement 
• Auditing and Training 

• Regulatory Compliance
• And many more!

LEARN MORE AT JOBS.CENTENE.COM

WHAT WILL I DO AS A CARE MANAGER?

HOW CAN I EXCEL AS A CARE MANAGER?

WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A CARE MANAGER?

HOW CAN I GROW IN MY ROLE?

Through close interaction with members and family 
caregivers, you will take a person-centered approach 
to coordinating, educating, and evaluating progress 
towards our members’ healthcare goals. You will be 
a member’s essential point of contact traveling to 
member’s home or reaching out by phone, gathering 
vital health history, and monitoring the member’s 
home environment. You will be empowered to help 
members get the services they need, when and 
where they need them. 


